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A letter from the 
Board of Directors 
PRESIDENT 
 
 
 
Greetings Friends, 
 
When you walk the trails at Lac Lawrann it is easy to 
immerse yourself in the environment.  Each trail 
provides an insight to the incredible diversity of 
habitats that is Lac Lawrann – from an easy meander 
through a mature oak, beech, maple forest, to a prairie 
in the process of restoration, to a 1950’s pine 
plantation in decline.  In addition, the glacial features 
you encounter as you walk will awaken memories of a 
science class taken in middle or high school.  One hundred and forty-five acres sounds like 
a large tract of land, but the enormous diversity of habitat, topography, and animals makes it 
seem much larger.  
 
That larger-than-it-is experience is also depicted in the varied uses of the Conservancy and 
its facilities.  From Luminary Walks to field trips, weddings, and end of life celebrations, from 
adventure camps to Sunday family hikes, Lac Lawrann’s diversity of experiences continues 
to evolve and grow.  What was once a little-known component of our park system has 
become a destination sought out by members of our community and now by many far 
beyond West Bend. 
 
As we work to improve the Conservancy and our ability to connect with you, our members, 
and the larger community of West Bend and beyond, we hope you will continue to visit, 
explore, and support us.   Lac Lawrann has grown far beyond anything that Lawrence and 
Ann Maurin could have imagined, and it is your support that continues to nurture and 
support that growth.   
 
 
Regards, 
 
Paul De Chant 
President 
Friends of Lac Lawrann Conservancy 
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Vision 
 
Lac Lawrann Conservancy is a special place for everyone 
to experience, learn, and care for nature. 
 

 
Programs 
 
 
Science for Everyone 
 
Science for Everyone is a lecture series to engage, educate, and increase public awareness 
regarding a wide variety of science, history, and environment related topics. The programs 
are for the curious of high school age and older. This program is a 
partnership between LLC, Riveredge Nature Center, and the UWM 
Field Station.   2017 topics included: Changing Climate & Changing 
Infrastructure,  Chickens & Egg Production, Mapping Wisconsin 
from Space, Frog Communication, Landscaping with Natural Plants, 
Wisconsin’s Summer Night Sky, Invasive Species, Mississippi Kite, 
Viruses, Timber Wolf Ecology, and Protecting our Groundwater. 
          
     
  
Nature in the Classroom 

 
Nature in the Classroom is a science and literary program that is 
geared towards students from Kindergarten through 3rd grade. 
Each month a volunteer comes into the classroom, introduces a 
topic, reads a story, and engages the students in discussion and 
activities to explore the science behind it. Nature in the Classroom 
offers hands-on experiences for students, provides supplementary 
resources that teachers may not otherwise be able to provide in the 
classrooms, encourages respect for nature, and promotes LLC. 
 

 
Summer Day Camp 
 
LLC offers adventures for all ages. For example, 
through Junior Naturalist Camp, campers can get 
down and dirty with hands-on nature-based camps 
and explore animals, habitats, and much more. In 
Adventure Camp, active adventurers meet at LLC 
every days and bike between different city parks doing 
a wide range of activities, from archery to swimming.   
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  Plant Sale 

 
92 Volunteers helped with the Plant Sale and put in 532 hours of 
Volunteer Time.   
 
In the fall of 2016, the Wisconsin DNR alerted us to a newly identified 
invasive worm, the Asian Jumping Worm. 
 
The LLC Plant Sale Committee did not want to be responsible for 
spreading the Jumping worm in our area, so the need to modify our 
potting procedures was obvious.  
 
The first step was to modify our potting mix to exclude soil. Angie 
Curtes from Grounded LLC worked with the committee to develop a 
planting medium formula using the hot compost base. The next step 
was more daunting since Asian Jumping worms do not winter over in 
our area as adults. However, tiny eggs or cocoons can be attached to 
the roots of perennial plants. These are hard to spot, so we developed 
a process of rinsing the roots of donated plants multiple times. The LLC 
volunteers embraced this process with commitment and determination. 
It was a cold, wet chore in April!   
 
There were major organizations who abandoned long time plant sales 
because of the Asian Jumping Worm threat. Our volunteer driven group 
embraced the effort. The Plant Sale Committee will continue to monitor 
the situation and revise policies to ensure the continued success of our 
Plant Sale. 
 
 

 
Luminary Walk 

 
35 Volunteers day of 
Walk.   
 
750+ people in 
attendance in 
37°weather  

 

Annual Highlights 
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Energy Used (kWh) 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

January 
 

5760 4480 4160 4240 
February 

 
4320 4000 3120 2640 

March 
 

3040 2320 1840 2640 
April 640 1600 1200 1600 1360 
May 480 720 640 640 720 
June 480 640 640 720 800 
July 720 720 720 720 960 
August 560 800 800 880 800 
September 880 800 800 800 800 
October 640 1200 800 1120 960 
November 1200 2720 1840 1600 2560 
December 4400 3440 3840 4560 4320 

Total 10000 25760 22080 21760 22800 
 

Energy Produced (kWh) 
     January 

 
400 400 480 400 

February 
 

960 960 800 1200 
March 

 
1360 1840 1200 1120 

April 1920 2000 2080 1760 1840 
May 2160 2000 880 2240 2080 
June 1840 1520 880 2000 1920 
July 2000 2000 2000 2080 2240 
August 1920 1600 1920 1680 1680 
September 1600 1680 2000 1840 2080 
October 1600 1440 1600 1040 1440 
November 1040 560 1200 1280 960 
December 560 640 400 240 400 

Total 14640 16160 16160 16640 17360 
 

Cost (dollars) 
     

 
443.95 -1596.2 -1030.18 -924.62 -960.4 

Solar Panels 
 

Solar panels continue to power LLC.  2017 
saw the highest energy production from our 
solar panels to date. 
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Deer Hunt 
 

A survey done in cooperation with the Wisconsin DNR 
indicated a population of 28 deer on the 
Conservancy.  Because of the high numbers of deer, most of 
the saplings needed to keep the forest healthy and re-
generating are gone.  Most maple, oak, beech, birch, basswood 
and cherry seedlings grow only a few inches before being 
eaten.  You can see the evidence as you walk through our very 
open woodlands.  The policy committee that oversees the 
management of the resources at Lac Lawrann addressed the 
need for deer population management many years ago. To 
address the overpopulation of deer in the city and at Lac 
Lawrann, the city of West Bend decided to allow a very limited 
and controlled bow hunt at the Conservancy.  Lac Lawrann 
was closed to the public for hiking, snowshoeing and cross-
country skiing from January 10 to 14, 2018.  Three deer were 
harvested during the hunt. 
 
 Americorp 

 
AmeriCorps is a network of national service programs, made up of three 
primary programs that each take a different approach to improving lives 
and fostering civic engagement. Members commit their time to address 
critical community needs like increasing academic achievement, 
mentoring youth, fighting poverty, sustaining national parks, preparing 
for disasters, and more.  Lac Lawrann has had the pleasure of working 
with AmeriCorp teams for the last 3 years.  Those who choose the path 
of AmeriCorp do so because they want to become leaders in global civic 
engagement.  Our job is to open their eyes to the natural environment of 
the Upper Midwest and the issues that we deal with as an integral part of 
the Great Lakes watershed.  Our volunteers, land stewards, policy 
committee members, as well as Park and Forestry staff, make sure that 
the members of AmeriCorp learn about the area and what we as citizens 
are doing to sustain natural places for future generations.  The teams 
come to the Conservancy for 2 weeks, and we share their time with 
Ozaukee Washington Land Trust, who also houses the crews at their 
Forest Beach Facility.  At the Conservancy, the AmeriCorp crews have 
completed a variety of projects from painting and cleaning the shed, 
constructing a boardwalk, building trails, removing invasive species, and 
planting over 500 milkweed seedlings.  All of these projects, which 
would have put a strain on our volunteer resources, enhance the 
experience of Lac Lawrann for all those who visit. 
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Community Impact 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

Summer 
Adventure 

Camp 
 

22 Children 
in 2 Weeks 

 

Nature in the 
Classroom 

 
100 

Classrooms18 
Schools 

17 Volunteers Field Trips 
 

981 Children 
from 18 Schools 

Junior Naturalist 
Summer Camp 

 

25 Children 
In 3 weeks 
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LLC Stories 
Gary Britton 
Volunteers are hooked for life 

Gary Britton has been actively involved with LLC 
since 1998.  Looking towards retirement, he 
wanted to become more involved in the 
community, and he joined the Board of Friends of 
LLC in 1998.  After two years as a Board member, 
he stepped into the shoes of Joan Rosenberger 
and became President of the Friends, and served 
in that capacity for ten years.  Gary currently 
spends most of his time at LLC with the 
Wednesday Land Stewarts, who perform trail 
maintenance, battle invasive species, and help 

with other odds and ends at LLC, such as stringing the new lights in the barn that were 
installed this year.   

Over the years, LLC has continued to surprise and fascinate him.  As a Land Steward, Gary 
has become very knowledgeable about invasive species.  Volunteers spend countless hours 
at LLC trying to keep invasives at bay, including buckthorn, garlic mustard, and autumn 
olive.  Japanese barberry has also been starting to show up; in fact, some nurseries still 
even sell it! 

Gary especially enjoys the beauty, tranquility, and wide variety of habitat and terrain that can 
be found at LLC.  The natural wonders of LLC continue to provide surprises and learning 
opportunities for visitors.  A wide variety of terrain and wildlife can be found within a small 
area at LLC, providing an excellent outdoor classroom for visitors.  An educator can provide 
school groups with a wide variety of lessons in a relatively short distance and time.  On one 
short walk, children can learn about a prairie habitat, esker trails, kettles, the ice age (did 
you know the lake itself is a kettle lake?), wetlands, upland hardwood forests, beaver 
habitat, and the turtles of Turtle Pond.  In Turtle Pond alone, students can learn about the 
Painted and Snapping Turtles, who make their home there.  Students and visitors also enjoy 
learning about the large beaver presence at LLC.  Who would have guessed there was a 
beaver colony living and thriving in the middle of West Bend? There is also the rich cultural 
history of the Conservancy itself, which provides another learning opportunity for 
visitors.  For example, the railroad spur trail was once used to transport ice from Wallace 
Lake to Milwaukee by train.   
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Gary reflects that the best things to have happened at LLC were undoubtedly the barn 
renovation and the construction of the Maurin Center.  These renovations have really 
expanded the capabilities for educational programming and other activities, allowing  LLC to 
host more community activities and organizations.  In addition, having the educational 
facilities in the Maurin Center and the availability of outdoor and indoor restrooms, has made 
the hiking trails available and accessible for anyone who wants to go out there at any time, 
which is especially helpful for families. 

Gary strongly believes that LLC is an important local resource for preserving open space 
and the natural environment.  Those thinking of donating should rest assured that donations 
are well managed and well spent.  Contributions are used for what they are intended, and 
overhead expenses are minimal, as all the work is done by volunteers.  Volunteers carry a 
heavy load, and keep LLC going every step of the way, from planning, to fundraising, to 
events. The dedication of the volunteers allows all funds donated to be utilized for buildings 
and programming.  

Over the years, Gary has been pleasantly surprised by the active community support and 
dedication of the volunteers.  The volunteers of LLC are extremely dedicated, and once 
someone starts, they stay!  The camaraderie, fellowship, and importance of the work—
whether it be education in the schools, helping with the land and trails, or one of the many 
others volunteer opportunities—makes a lasting impression, and many volunteers become 
hooked for life. 

LLC also is a great example of what can be accomplished though cooperation between the 
City of West Bend, the Friends of LLC, and other local non-profits, including community 
service organizations.  The barn renovations, for example, wouldn’t have been possible 
without the City, Friends, and the local Rotary Clubs and the Sunrise Rotary Foundation.   

When not at LLC, Gary volunteers for other organizations, such as 
the Ice Age Trail for local trail building projects, and he is on the 
Board for the Cedar Lakes Conservation Foundation.  Gary has a 
lifelong love for hot air balloons, and he continues to serve on the 
board of directors for Hot Air Competition Division and staff for 
their national championship.  He also works on invasive species in 
his own woods and maintains a small prairie on his property with 
native plantings.  Gary is grateful for his wife Jean, who has 
always been very supportive of his time working at LLC.                                                                                                                                           
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Financials 
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Operating Revenue and Support 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Operating Expenses 
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Friends of LLC 
 
The Friends of Lac Lawrann Conservancy was established in 1994 to raise funds through memberships, 
donations, and special events to support educational and management programs at LLC. Today the 
Friends of LLC provide the strategic force, leadership, and volunteer power behind Lac Lawrann and its 
programs. 
 
Friends of LLC is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with a purpose of Connecting people with nature. 
 
Our vision:  Lac Lawrann Conservancy is a special place for everyone to experience, learn, and care for 
nature. 
 
To achieve our purpose and strive for our vision, Friends of Lac Lawrann Conservancy provides 
educational programs, inspires protection of the environment, and partners with the City of West Bend’s 
Parks, Recreation & Forestry Department and other organizations. 
 
 
Board of Directors: 
Paul De Chant (2020), President 
Sally Mueller (2019), Co-Vice President, Programming 
Holly Schneider (2020), Vice President, Membership and Marketing 
Scott Stier (2020), Vice President, Building & Grounds 
Wendy Wosoba (2018), Co-Vice President, Programming 
Amanda Follett (2020) 
Linda Juech (2019), Secretary 
Lisa Sanborn (2020), Treasurer 
Eric Damkot (2019) 
Phil Gaudet (2018) 
Derek Kozlowski (2018) 
Jean Reigle (2018) 
Scott Thomas (2019) 
 
Past Presidents: 
Gary Britton 
Joan Rosenberger 
Dan Kline 
 
West Bend Parks, Recreation & Forestry Department Advisors: 
Craig Hoeppner, Director 
Meghann Reigle, Conservation Supervisor 
Cindy Leinss, Landscape Designer/Parks Project Manager 
 
Legal Counsel: 
Amanda Follett, Schloemer Law Firm, S.C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ci.west-bend.wi.us/Parks-Recreation-Forestry/
http://www.ci.west-bend.wi.us/Parks-Recreation-Forestry/
http://laclawrann.org/about/partners/
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  Membership 

At Lac Lawrann Conservancy, membership offers 
individuals or families a rewarding experience and 
the satisfaction of supporting an organization 
connecting people with nature.  Please join the 
Friends of Lac Lawrann Conservancy by selecting 
one of the following membership categories: 

 
PINE ($35-$99) 

BIRCH ($100-$499) 
MAPLE ($500-$999) 

OAK ($1000 and above) 
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 Volunteer with Lac Lawrann Conservancy 

 Volunteer around the office with phone calls and other tasks 

 Volunteer in a different way: _______________________________________ 

Please visit our website http://www.laclawrann.org to learn more, or call us at 
262.335.5080.  
Send this form by mail to our office at PO Box 755, West Bend, WI 53095 
 
Name:  ____________________________ Phone: ___________________________ 

Email:  ______________________________________________________________ 

Address:  ____________________________________________________________ 

              
 

We Need Your Help 
 
At Lac Lawrann Conservancy, we rely on the generosity of our donors to support the 
educational and outdoor activities for the hundreds of annual visitors. There are many types 
of gifts one can make to help us carry out our mission, for today and for future generations.  
 
Monetary Support 
 
Monetary gifts are always appreciated! Whether a donation is to the annual operating fund, 
to the Maurin Center and its educational programs, or a contribution in recognition of a 
special occasion such as Earth Day, monetary gifts help support LLC’s mission. 
 
Volunteer and Help Make a Difference 
 
Our generous volunteers have helped LLC educate thousands of children each year and 
operate at the highest possible level.  Volunteers have the opportunity to teach classes, lead 
hikes, restore prairies, groom ski trails, plant trees, maintain trails, serve on the Lac Lawrann 
Board, and assist with snowshoeing and Luminary Walk events.  We’re always looking for 
more volunteers, so come join us today. 
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